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THE ENERGY OF DETONATION

By:

Sigmund J. Jacobs

ABSTRACT: In this paper the energy of detonation is calcu-
lated for a '"gamia law" gas using two simple models for the
hydrocynamic problem. In the first a Taylor wave expansion
follows the detonation. In the second a piston follows the
detonated gas to maintain a constant pressure in it. The
energy distribution in the Taylor wave is found for the case
gamma equal to ,. It is shown that the average energy
release by the chemical reaction per gram is given by:
eo - Pl/2(y - 1)/o where P, is the C-J pressure andePo is
the initial loading density to produce that pressure. The
value of gamma, taken as constant, can be evaluated from
detonation pressure data. These approximate results should
be of use in gairing an understanding of the disposition of
energy in a detonating charge of finite dimensions.
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The report presented herein is based on a paper that was
given at a avposium which was held in May 1956 at the
Ballistic Research Laboraturies. This paper is now pub-
lished as an unclassified report to make the information
accessible to a larger group of people who may be inte'-
esred in the contents. The results obtained and the
conclusions represent the opinions of the author. While
the results are considered valid and informative, they
mNy not represent the final Judgment of the Laboratory.
The work was done under Task Assignment NGL 260 in the
Detonation Division of Lhe Explosives Fesearch Department.
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THE ENERGY OF DETONATION

1. Introduction

A perennial question concerning explosives is, "how much
work ,.an tne explosive perform upon Its environment when It
is dc,:onated?" T~hough the answjer is bound up In the thpoi'y
of detonations and rarefactlous follo wing detonations, It haCs
never been clearly brought out. This is probably due to the
complexity of the thermoodyr;-iiic hydrodynamic p,,-(bls-- which isI usually brought to mind when the question is posed, In this
paper an attempt 'Ls made to an:4wer the question by .3erlt-
quani1tative solution of a typical detonation problem using
simplifying assumptions. Details of t1he energy dt3*zribution
and a Summation of tie 'cotal energy released by a giver. quan-
4Vtty o! explosive are brought out. Two models are chosen,
a) a one-di.mensional. detonaticn In a closed cylinder, and
t)on e work ona thetponaion at) a cyliter Ivn by tha paril-
ton adoes-workeon thl detloaion it a cyaie in bywhe particle

velcit inthe steady detonation. it Is found that the
enryreleased per gram c3an be easily accounte'A for in both

the nonsteady pro3cess, a), and the steady process, b). This
enegy s Jst heenergy of explosion at constant volurme as

will b; hw yacomparlson with the Hugonilot relation.

41.e result is probably not new and might have been antici-
pated but the metho(2 should lead to a better understanding of
the cnergY of detonation. It is believed that a better under-

stndngo~ hedeonton energy can assist us in improving
the efficiency of energy transfer, one uf the major goals of'

le irdnance research.

II. Tne Eqatio i of S-i;2te

qrne ideal polytro~pi gas ussurmption lias made L.t possible
to develop a considcrable amount oui xic-wledge cc~icern'ng real
gases at modk.rate pres< u;es even tho-ugh it IL knoon that reaZ
gases uGO not nave constant specif IC neats. ror ;) similar
reisrn tne use of tho- polytroplc gasc eqatton fc-r the very
non-idleal gases result'Ing from t :- de'-oration, of' so%1d explo-
sivt,- !,o 'er- i at e Couistcerable ac}kwrourjd e een

3 tuiJ1 t "In' to giv~. us cotaI'ienct- 1 Th e u'~e of tis apprcx! -

mation a~hich may be expressed by d~s.~~i r

A,
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In equation I), "A" is a function ol entropy. * is a con-
, ant which may be a. large as 3 or more. This equat-on has
:;e virtue of simplifying both thermodynamic and hydrodynamic
calculations. Hydrodynamic calculacion3, particularly for
the case le - 3, have shown satisfactory agreement with exper-
iment over wide ranges of pressure. The fit to isentropic
expansion curves derived from more detailed calculation with
oquations of state believed to be more acceptable ie qulte
good. as car be seeni I Figure 1. Here, the pressure computed
by .'....t..t and Cowan(l for a modified Kistlakowsky.-Wilson
equation o! state for 65/35 cycloto) is seen to vary almost
as the cube of thedinsity. The measured pressure of deto-
nation, e.g., Deal( 2 , Duff and Houston 3 ), Mallorykt) permit
us to compute d and A at the C-J state when equat. - is
used. An extension of equation 1) which becomes a more
general equation of state will oe adopted, namely:

e - p/(Zr- 1)& 2)

where e is the Internal energy per grain, Equation 2) is true
for ideal polytropic gases where Y is defined as the ratio
of specific heats. Equation 1) for entropy, s, constant fol-
lows from equation 2) because of the thermodynamic relation

de - T ds - pdv 3)

Certainly equation 2) holds to tChe extent that 1) is true for
the single tsentrope through the C-J state provided we set
e - 0 when 0 a O, a moss reasonable choice. In the discussion
to follow the energy defined by equation 2) Is c(.mputed unly
along the curve s a s(C-.J) except where ncted,

III. The Available Work in a Detonation (Mctel I

& p0  a O, uo - 0

xiur
Figure 2

3
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Let us consider a modcl in wnich e:,losive is loaded into
a rigid (non-expanding) cylinder of unit cross-section and of
unit length. The derity if loading is eo. The initial
p- sure is take{l as 7ero. Let the explosive column be con-
fined at each end by rigid closures. This gives us a closed
bomb of constant unit volume, Figure 1. Let us asure that a
detonation witn negligible reaction zone is started at x - 0,
and proceeds to the right. There will be a sudden rise to the
detonation pressure, as the wave progresses, followed by a
spreading rarefaction. At a time t - I/D, the detonation
front will reach the right boundary at x - 1. At this instant
all of the explosive is detonated. Because the confining wnlls
and closures have not moved, the external work done by the
products of explosiou is zero. inside the cottairer the pr--
sure, density ari particle velocity will be distriouted, as
ihown by Taylor(5) in a gmple (or progressive) rarefaction
wave. As shown by Cole O;the particle velocity will be zero
in the region 0<xf 1/2. Ini the reglon 1/2e.x&L the particle
velocity will be a linev-'ly function of distaoce. Ic will
have the value u - ul , at x - 1. For the detonation front the
following well known conditions express the conser'vaton of

mass, momentum and energy, re-pectively:

I- 1/"%, D/(D - u) 4)

n,. Dul Pc 5)

.1- eo -p r ]/(Go 6)

2 L-

The C-J !potesis imposes the further limitation:

D - u -1 c )

cl is the sound speed Ii-fuadit'tuly lchind the detonation front.
The polytrcpic Eas assumption (Eq. 2) ieads to the result:

D/uI  1 8)

This follcws from equations 1), 5) and 7) and thp defl-
nirion of sound speeds c2 . (dp/d e;) ,.
From 4) and 5)

p- (D - uI)(
0 l u,

4
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With equation 7) thiC gives:

By definition of c and equation 1)

(12 , -Y A &-l , ,P/(' 10)

By equaLlng pressures in state 1):

C1
2 ( 1 /I, - cl e lul 1)

Therefore:

c -/uI W 12)

and

D/ul - "+ 1; D/cl (a'+ 1)/- 13)

The Taylor expansion is characterized by a centered rarefac-
tion as shown in Figure 3.

' 0 Lxt u2 +c 2  c 2  - D
PI' Yp,0 ui, x/t D

IiI

x/t U + c

/ /

n

I ~ ~ ~ ~ T '7Z :/ 0 p0 =,u

L: F 10i Pu re U0  0

x
Figure 3
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In the alsence of the left boundary restraLnt the expansion
would be a cuntinuous fari of straight lines terminating at a
particle ve_;ocity consistant with c - 0. The left boundary
conditlQ:). 0 at x = 0, causes the wpve to cease expanding
hn u - ', This r':xates e steady region, III. The straight
lines x/t constant age, by Riemann'.J theory, (see, e.g.,
Courant & Friedrtcks(7, uf slope equal to u + c wnicn remains
constant on each of the lines. At the detonaticn frorn-t
u + c - uI + , D, the detonation velocity. In, the region
of expansion is a monatonic furction of o. The value of U
Is derived from the Rlemann condition

au - d¢ a= cd eo/eO 1

For isentropic expansion based on equation 1)

U - uI  2(c - ci)/( r- 1) 15)

Therefore:

x/t = u + c = uI + c 4- 2(c - cl)/(Z- 1) 16)

When t = I/D

x = (u + c)/D; u 0 17)

Sutstitutions and simplification of the result leads to the
equation:

~7(b- )] (c/cl -1f 8

or

0/01- )-Ix+1j /a 19)

p and 0 are related to c by equaton, 10) and I) so we may
write:

P/P, = (c/c.)2 a/(e -1) 20)

,/cl 2 /2( I - (c. 21)

This gives us p and P as functions of x vy using equation
19). To sclve the problem at hand we also need u as a func-

u/D x - c/D

6
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or,:

u/c 1 - ( > 1) x, /- c/c 1

whicn simplifies by equation 19) to:

u/c1 - (2 x -1)/" 22)

The e I .. : in the cylinder available to do -icrk at the time
the d" " natiot ±-zc e Doint x 1 is distributo.d as
kinetl, ,nd potential and car, D-. :.. sed as foll,.-.3:

Kinetic V-iergy:

K.EU L j x (x dx 23)

Potential Energy (1/24 x e-1):

* 1(P..ILX x) dx 24)

k (1 X

Potentlal Erzergy (Ox4,L/2); the steady region:

/P2 1 \, 25)

The sum of these three terms express the total energy in the
3ystem. Integrals can be evaluated by substitution of p,

and u as functions of x, The integration is quite simple
for 4 - 3 and only this aolu.on will be given here.

Solution for Y - 3:

c, p, , and u become functiors of x only by quatlons 19),
20), 21) and 22). These functiuns are (for 3):

c = cI (2x + 1)/3

p, - p, (2x + 1)3 /27

( zx = &1 (2x + 1)/3

UX U cl (2x - l)/3

7
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When x = 1/2; P2 = 8 pI/27

T[he total energy in the system is therefore:

2 1)2
E -01 Cl (2x - (2x + 2)dx

54

P1  (2x - l) 3 dx 26)

+ 2 pi/27

The solution of the two integrals are easily found. The
values after substitution of the limits are 11/24 and 65/8
respectively. The energy is therefore:

E - Pl (11 + 65 32)/ -l/4 27)

In equation 27) we have F'ibstituted 3p, for the te-m
40 ic2 by using equations 9) and 12).
If we rccall that this exercise was based on a cylinder of
unit cross-section and unit length, we see ti-at the energy
is given per unit volume of explosive. Equation 27) therefore
says that the energy per unit volume of explosive which is
available to do work Is Pl, the detonation pressure, divided
by 4. We shall soon show that when C differs from 3, the
energy is pl/2(r - 1). The energy per gram is therefore
e - pl/ 4 &, for r- 3 and p!/2Mo(j_ 1) for any other value
of gafma. Ao interesting point is the distribution of energy
as shown oy equation 27). We see that 11/108 or about 10% is
kinetic energy which exists only in the right half of the
cylinder. 5/108 or about 6O is potential energy in the right
half of the model, The remaluder, about 30%, is potential
energy in the left half of the -Nlinder. The distribution of
energy is shown graphically in Figure 4. The distribution for
Y slightly different than 3 should not be tor, different.

IV. The Available Work in a Detonation (Model II)

A simpler approach to finding the energy in a detonation
is now -onsidered. As before we use a cylinder of unit cross-
section aria oi ur, t .ieng1i, tgure 5, A pisstor, is moveu aL
velocity, u ul , to confine the gaseous products of detonation
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0 x x !

Figure 5

while the wave propagates to the right. In this way no
exparsion of the gas occurs so that at time t - I/D when
the detonation front is at x - 1, the piston will be at
x - u/D - i/(,Y-, 1). Pressure, density and part'cle veloc-
itcy ill be untformly dist-ulbuted in the space between the
piston and x - 1. Work has now been done on the gas by
the F-stor. If we sum up the potential and kinetic energy
in tne gas and subtract out the work cone, the residual
will be energy which must have been derived from the explo-
sion The kinetic energy fcr the unit volume is obviously
eoU/2. The potential energy is pl/(, - l)e1 per gram or
PIjo!(z- l)eo for the unit vollume initial!y used. Th'c work
done by the piston pushIng with a force p, per unit area
is P1 x or (p,/(a+ 1) when the detonation wave reaches x - 1.
The energy wn ch must have come from the chemical decompo-
sition is therefore:

E u 2/2 + pco/( r- 1)& p'( 1) 28)

Substituting p , (2 and ,,/( 1 -a /( + ) we get

E =p 1,___
E 1)Pl 2(-" + 1 + + ( --1 -" i

which simplifies to:

E - p1 /:2( Zr- 1) 29)

per unit of initial volume.

10
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The energy release per gram is:

e a P1 /26- .)e o  30)

It is interpsting to note that the result expressed In equa-
tion 30) is lust the term eo in the Huioniot relation,
equation 6). This is seen as frlco'wz:

From equation G'):

eo  Ce - l / i/'l)/2 31)

writing el - pl/'(T- 1)61 and,- (+ ii

-1+ 5i)1 -T ~ T

which simplifies tr:

eo - Pl/2(z'- i)e,0o 32)

It is therefore quite clear that we can associate the energy
available to perform work with the e. term, i.e., the energy
of detonation in the Hugoniot equation, irrespective of
whether the rClease of energy is by a detonation process or
not. A uniform constant volume explosion in which a wave is
absent would, for example, result In the same quantity eo
being converted from chemical energy to thermal energy. In
this case eO1 -,O so that el = e. in equation 6). By using
the general sense of the equation of state, equation 2), we
find that the pressure for a constant volume explosion is
Just 1/2 of the detonation pressure. This result whlch Is
independent of o agrees quite well with the answer obtainCd
oy the use of more elaborpte e quations of state.

V. Discussion

The result of the foregoing calculations sr.ow that a deto-
nation gets its energy to sustain itself from both chemical
reaction and the isentropic expansion -f the products of
detonation. This exparsion replaces the piston on which work
must uc done to sustain a steady pressure at the detonation
1,o. Tire neot en)ergy i'eieasca cy Lue detonating explosive
is the same as that ieleaqed from the chemical process for a
corstant volimae explosion as should be expected.

I-
[
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It is interesting to compare the energy term, eo, derived
from detonation pressure measurements with the energy of
reaction given by arbitrarily writing down a chemical -eaction
for the explosive decomposition. Data for detonation pres-
sures ai'e available for a few explosives. These ace tabulated
in Table I and the value of energy. e. computed using equa-
tion 32) is compared Mh Q. the energy of reaction as given
by Christian and Snay ) for two arbitrary reaction processes.
The results are in good agreement except for TNT. It should
be not- , that 4v is calculated leaving the products at stand-
ard state, that is, 2980K. e. on the other hand assumes a
reference state of p - 0 which implies O°K. A term must
therefore be added to the values of Qv for at) assumed (ideal?)
gas expansion to 0°K. This will increase these numL-:' Dy
about 5-10%. On the other hand the assumption of constant r
throughout qn Isentropic expansion, (:.s we have dore in
deriving e ) also tends to underestimate tAe value of eo . The
agreement Ts therefore brought into line by compensating errors,
it might be said.

There are refinements that can be taken to arrive at more
precise calculations. We are already working on a more suit-
able equation of state which, though arbitrary, will nerwl.t
us to a:ociate tne low pressure points in the pressure-density
relation ai.ong the Isentrope with the temperature. The us3ual
thermochemical standard state can then be established for
this curve. In this equation r will be a variable which
approaches the ideal gas value at low pressure. Values of
other than 3 should be tried in the present analysis to see
the effect of on the energy distribution. This we expect
to do.

By the introduction of a straightforward method to inte-
grate the energy in a simple detonation model, we hope to
have suggested the way towards the computation cf efficiency
of energy transfer in systems which may be closer to realis-
tic.

VI. Conclusions

1. The energy and the energy distr!bution in a Taylor
wave has been computed for a garnia law with gaiinva equal to 3.

2. The energy which must come from the chemical reaction
has been computed for P modpiq A e Q for rhe u11n Act
relation and the results agree. The total energy of the
explosion products above a ground state Laken at p - 0 Is
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found to be equal to pl/2(1 - 1)¢o -were pi is the detonation
pressure and eco is the initial loading density to produce
this pressure.

3. Encrgits cIEcul.ted by the method given here using
ircasu - 7 = !t-on pDessure data give reasonable agreement
to the energy of expiocion ; .... nt volume calculated from
the chemical decomposition.

4. In the case of TNT, the energy calculaue( ,rcm I!eto-
nation pressul.c is too low. This suggests that both the
chemical reaction and the measured preosure should be reexam-
ined. Possible sources -)f discrepinc-y ore: a) an error in
the presure measurement; b) incomplete reaction; for exampi,
atomic ca:bon may not crystallize quickly thus reducing the
energy; c) the solid carbon may not transfer its energy to
the gas on expansion so that the computed work may be lower
than the thermal energy released by the reactioa. More
-efined calculations by Fickett lead to a result in qualitative
agreel,tt with that found here.

5. The results obtained in this paper should ;e of assist.-
ance in understanding the detonation process in c'ia.-eb of
finite size.

6. Use of a gamma law for explosives gereralized to an
energy relation which becomes a caloric equation of state is
a practical simplification for the soiution of thermo-
hydrodynamic problems and is a means for obtaining answers
which reasonably approximate the results of more involved
assumptions.

14
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